Fade from black into mouse hole. Then camera goes out hole.

Camera swoops through the room to reveal inventors studio, (maybe to cut shots) (around scene)

CU of man with frustrated face

CU of him scribbling things onto a piece of paper.

Man hits his forehead and sighs.

SFX (crumple noises)

MS of wad of paper being thrown into pile of others.

LS of man leaning back to take break.

CU of parrot.

LS of parrot flying off perch.

MS of bird landing on back rest of chair.

LS chair begins to fall back and man flails before toppling backwards.

MS with slow zoom out to LS. Parrot flies back to perch.
Camera starts from LS then spirals in to CU of eye. Then it becomes surprised and camera begins to zoom out.

CU of eye shut, and then in it slowly opens. ELS of Earth passing under him.

He then looks over to see his parrot flying next to him, along with other birds.

CU on his surprised face as he turns to look at the Earth beneath him.

LS of man falling faster and faster through clouds.

Black

CU of land getting closer and closer, and man's face. Face of cuts quicker.

He slowly opens his eyes.

CU of man's determined face.

Cu of chair being put back in its place.

LS slow zoom out, fade to black.

(Show man sit up)